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This expansion is par t icularly use ful when considering ionospheric propagation at low 
frequencies. The complex problem dealing with two media, v iz., a homogeneous ear t h 
and a surrounding stratifi ed atmosphere, leads to in tractable expressions. However, as 
the influence of the ear th may be accounted for by an approxi mate boundary condit ion at 
the earth's surface, th e problem is then reduced to that of the outer medium only. The 
coefficients of the mode exp ansion for t his simplified problem will be derived while taking 
into accoun t the ear th 's curvature; however, t he latter proves to be negligible under very gen
eral conditions. The expansion to be derived is wanted in particu lar when studying t he 
influence of a gradual t rans ition in the electron density with heigh t at t he lower edge of t he 
ionosphere. 

I. Introduction 

Maxwell's equations for time-harmonic functions proportional to exp (-iwt) can be put 
in the following form (expressed in Gaussian units) provided the dielectric constant E, the 
permeability p. and the conductivi ty (J" arc independent of time: 

(1) 

~ w ~ 
curl e-i- p.h= O· 

c ' 

div (E~)= O; 

the complex parameter Ee= E+i47r~/w includ es both dielectric and conductive proper ties. 
We take p. = 1 and assume a stratified atmo phere of spherical symmetry, all properties 

of which can be considered as fun ctions of the distance l' to the center of the earth. We ac
cordingly substitute Ee=le2(r) /lc~, lco= w/c being the wave number in a vacuum; leCr) can be 
interpreted as the local wave number at a height 1'-a (a=earth's radius) above the surface 
of the earth . In the absence of the earth's magnetic field Ee(r) constitutes a scalar. The 
Maxwell equations (1) can then be satisfied by the field 

i { ~ } ~ 1 { ~ } e = le2(r) curl curl lc(r) IIr ; h= lco curl lc (1') IIr , (2) 

~ ~ 

provided the H ertzian vector II r has a radial direction throughout space (1' being a vector of 
length l' in this direction); moreover, the amplitude II has to satisfy the following scalar wave 
equation in the outer space 1'>a: 

(3) 

in which the new parameter k!f! is defined as follows [IP: 

(4) 

The solution (2) is of the o-callcd electl·jc type 'which includes the case of a vertical electric 
dipole to be considered hereaf ter. Let the dipole be placed in a homogeneous slab extending 
in the region a< r< a' directly above the earth's surface, the upper boundary 1'= a' of which 
may be identified with the lower edge of the ionosphere in the case of ionospheric propagation . 

• Present address: Phil!ps Research Laboratories, Eindhoven , The Netherlands. 
'Figures in brackets ind icate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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Assuming a wave number ko inside this slab, the primary field of an infini tesimal vertical dipole 
can be derived from (2) by substituting for H the function: 

H (P) _ ll exp (iko TP). 
Dr - cb TP , (5) 

T and P here represent the positions of transmitter and receiver, TP their mutual distance, b 
the distance from T to the center of the earth, and Il the moment of the transmitter. The 

--? 

correctness of (5) is shown by comparing the associated radial Hertzian vector H Dr l' with the 
conventional H ertzian vector for such a dipole. The latter Hertzian vector has a constant 
direction (parallel to the dipole axis) throughout space, its amplitude being given by 

II exp (ikoTP) 
c TP 

It can be verified that both H ertzian vectors only differ by a gradient, namely that of the 
quantity ill exp(ikoTP)/(bkoc); however, such a gradient has no effect whatever on the primary 

--? 

field which can therefore also be derived from the radial Hertzian vector HDrr according to (5). 

2 . Form of the Mode Expansion 

The homogeneous wave equation (3) does not hold at the transmitter itself. The latter 
involves a singularity of the amplitude H at the point T. In view of (5) this singularity is 
the same as that of the function 1l/ (cbTP). We introduce polar coordinates with the origin 
at the center of the earth and the axis (j = O drawn tln'ough the transmitter, the position of 
which therefore is given by r = b, (j = O. The singularity in question can be accounted for by 
a right-hand side of (3) which only differs from zero at T. The complete wave equation in 
the outer space r> a thus proves to be : 

(6) 

This equation can be verified by integrating both sides over an infinitesimal sphere around T , 
while applying Gauss's integral theorem to the left-hand side, and the following properties of 
the impulse function to the right-hand side: 

(80 a((j) sin (jd(j= roo a((j)d(j=~; 
Jo (j Jo 2 

i b+. 
a(b - r)dl'= l. 

b- . 

IVe next assume that the influence of the earth may be accounted for by the boundary 
condition 

o 
or (1'I-i) = "(1' H , (1'= a) (7) 

which is the equivalent of the corresponding condition oI-i/oz= "(H for a plane boundary. The 
quantity - i"(/{ koEc(a )} can be interpreted as a surface admittance (ratio at grazing incidence 
of the electric field and the magnetic field , both at infinitesimal distances above and below 
the earth's surface). For Ec(a) = 1 the parameter "( is given, for a vertical dipole, by 

"(=- i Z~ (ki - k5) l-2 , 

kl being the complex wave number inside the earth. The special case of a perfectly conducting 
earth corresponds to "(= 0. The value of "( can also be chosen such as to account for a strati
fication in the ground [2]. 
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The approximative boundary condition (7) has two advantages in the present problem, 
viz., (a) it reduces the original two-media problem to that of the outer medium only, (b) it 
guarantees the exi tence of a complete set of discrete orthogonal modes in the outer space 
a< r< 00. These modes are characterized as solutions of the wave equation (3) that satisfy 
both the boundary condition (7) at r= a and a proper radiation condition at 1'= 00. 

The general form of the modes is obtained by determining solutions of (3) with the aid 
of a epal'ation of variables. Owing to the axial symmetry of the present problem around 
the axis 8= 0 (containing the transmitter) we only have to concern the polar coordinates 
l' and 8. The expansion of the scalar H in terms of the modes in question then becomes of 
the type: 

'" 
H = 'L,cdn/r)Pnl{ cos (7r- 0)}; 

1=-00 
(8) 

the height-gain functions f n(r) occurring here are solutions vanishing at infinity of the differ
en tial equation 

(9) 

finally the discrete eigenvalues nl (constituting the ord er of a Legendre function) are to be 
determined from the boundary condition 

(r= a)· (10) 

3 . A First Evaluation of the Coefficients of the Mode Expansion 

The condition (10) guarantees the required boundary condition (7) for the complete solution 
(8). All Legendre functions in (8) become infinite along the whole axis 0= 0 , nl being not an 
integer ; however, the proper choice of the coefficients c! will reduce this in gularity to the 
required s ingularity at the transmitter T only. In view of properties of Legendre functions 
the singularity of each term of (8) appears from the approximation 

(11) 

p being the distance from the point (1', 0) to the axis 0= 0. The approximation (11 ) can be 
proved by applying Tauber's theorem [3] 

Lim { Pf(P) } = Lim h (tt ) 
p ..... o t ..... ", 

to the operational relation h(t)· J(P) for which [3, p. 243, eq (3 5)] 

j(p) r (p+ n+ 1) r (p-n)' 
r (p) r (p+l) 

while substituting t=-2 log sin (0/2 ). In its turn the approximation (11 ) involves the three
dimensional equation : 

(Ll+k~!f) [jnCr)Pn {cos (7r- 0) }]=i sin (1m) jn~) 8(00). (12) 
7r l' 

This equation can be proved along the same lines as (6), but by integrating over an infinitesimal 
cylinder around 8= 0 instead of an infinitesimal sphere around T; the proof is facilitated by 
replacing 0(8) /(1'28) by the equivalent quantity o(p) / p. 
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A summation of (12) over all eigenvalues, after an initial multiplication by en, yields, 111 

view of (8): 

The introduction of both negative and positive modes avoids the occurrence of a deviation 
of Co from the general expression for Cz valid for l~O. In fact, it is well known from the special 
case of a perfectly conducting earth and ionosphere that the addition of the land -l mode to 
a single one involves an exceptional value of Co (Neumann factor ). Obviously, the right-hand 
side of the latter relation has to be identical with that of (6), so as to have: 

A further multiplication by 1'2 yields: 

The right-hand side of (13) can also be expanded in terms of the functions inz (1'). In fact, 
the complete orthogonality of the latter over the interval a<1'< en involves the following 
expansion for an arbitrary function <p(r): 

An application to <p(r) = 8(b-r) results in: 

Hence, by equating the coefficient of inl (1') in both sides of (13), we can evaluate Cz. The 
substitu tion of the value thus found into (8) yields the final form of the mode expansion, viz., 

(14) 

4 . Another Representation of the Mode Expansion 

The coefficients of (14) only depend on the eigen functionsinl at the transmitter and receiver, 
apart from the integral in the denominator. Fortunately, the latter can be reduced as follows 
to a quantity referring to the earth's surface; hence, the behavior of inl elsewhere needs not 
to be known explicitly. We apply the operator 

to (9). The resulting expression can be represented in the form: 

2_ d { 02 cl 0 } (2n+ 1) in-dr rin'2iron (rin)-dr (rin)' on (rin) , 
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in which d/dr deno te a differentia tion with respect to l' at constan t n. An in tegration of 
this equ ation over the in terval a< r< 00, t aking in to account thc vanishing at infinity of the 
expre ion between braces, yields a relation which can be put in the form : 

(2n+ 1) Sa'" f~ (1') dr=-[r2f~ : n{ fr (rfn ) }] • 
rfn T=a 

We bear in mind that (dldr ) (1jn) / (1jn) a t r= a does in general depend on n , though this 
qu an tity assumes the value 'Y independen t of nz at the eigenvalues nz of n [see (10)]. The 
in tegral in (14) can thus be evaluated; it leads to the followin g alternative form of th e mode 
expansion for H : 

fnz (b) fnl (1') P nl { cos (7r- ()) } 

fl. z (a) sin (1mz) 
(15) 

' Ve now pass to the ver tical componen t Er of the electric field , the most important field 
compon ent for the ver tical dipole und er consid era tion . The field representa tion (2), com
bined with the wave equation (3), implies the formula : 

The operator le;ff + 02/or2 only afrec ts the height-gain factors inl(r) of (15). The l'esulLing 
quanti ty reads, in view of (9), 

( p ( 2 ) ( f n { (n
1
z,+ 1) f n. err+ 01'2 l' nl) 

We thus obtain from (15) the following fur ther mode expansion : 

f nz(b)jnz (1') P nz { cos (7r - ()) } 

f l. z (a) sin (1mz) 

5. Connection of the Mode Amplitude With the Atmospheric Reflection 
Coefficient 

(16) 

The dependence of the mode coefficients in (16) on the h eight-gain functions inl(r) can be 
replaced by that on a properly defined reflection coefficient. In order to discuss this coeffi cien t 
we assume a homogeneous layer a< r< a' with wave number le = leo above the earth's surface. 
In the case of ionospheric propagation this layer may be identified ·with the space between 
the ear th and the ionosphere, i ts upper boun,dary r= a' then representing the lower edge of 
the ionosphere (a t a heigh t h= a' - a above the ear th's smface) . In the case of the troposphere 
the thickness h might finally approach zero ; the wave number in the homogeneous slab then 
had bet t er be taken equal to le~ ~ leo in order to account for the small difference of the refractive 
index at the ear th 's smface from i ts vacuum value of unity. We shall restrict omselves to 
the ionospheric case; i t then is suffLCien tly accura te to iden tify the wave number in the in ter
space between the ear th and the ionospher e with its vacuum value leo. 

In the homogeneous slab the general solution of (9) is well known, viz ., a combination 
of two spherical H ankel functions: 

(1) ( 7r)~ ( 1) 
h~2) (leor) = 2leor H~2~ y, (leor) . 
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(!) 

The corresponding complete wave functions h ~2) (leor)P n {cos (11" - 8) } represent a rising and a 
descending wave, resp ectively. A special mode will in general contain both these waves. 
Hence the height-gain function has the form: 

(17) 

N ear the earth's sw-face the logarithmic derivative in the denominator of (16) therefore can 
be represented as follows : 

fr (rjn) an fr { rh~l ) (leor) } + f1n fr { rh~2) (leor)} 

rjn r { anh~l) (leor) +f1nh~2) (leor) } 
(18) 

This quantity depends, amongst others, on the ratio an/f1n which can be connected with 
a reflcction coefficient . In fact, the second term of (17) constitutes the reflected wave that 
corresponds to the rising wave represented by the first term; hence we can interpret the ratio 
of both terms at r = a' as an atmospheric reflection coefficient T (n). We then obtain : 

with the aid of which (18) can be transformed as follows at r= a : 

r ~ (rin) 1 
1 rfn r 

\.. ) T= a 

d l{ 1(1) (le ) } + T ( \ hi,!) (!coa') d { h(2) (le » } dr l' bn or T= a n) 'M,~G7). dr l' n 01 T=a 

{ h(1) (le ) + T ( \ h~l ) (!coa') 1(2) (le ) } 
a n oa n) h~2) (/coa' ) bn oa 

(19) 

(20) 

For a stratification degenerating to a homogeneous medium in the domain r> a' the coefficient 
T (n) proves to reduce to the Fresnel reflection coefficient for an elevation angle (compare next 
section) r = arc sin (n/koa) if, moreover, the earth's cw-vature is neglected. 

The rigorous expression (20) has to be differentiated with respect to n in order to obtain 
the denominator of (16 ). We shall derive a suitable approximation of this complicated quan
tity in the next section ; it is then convenient to convert (20) into the alternative form : 

r fr (rin) l =[~ { rh~l)(/cor) }] 1 rin r rM.l) (leor) 

\.. ) T=a T=a 

(21) 

6 . An Approximation of the Mode Expansion (16) 

The approximations for the func tion hn(z) have a different analytical form according to 
the position in the complex plane of the parameter z/n. We restrict ow-selves to those values 
of z/n that correspond (for real z "-'leoa ) to eigenvalues n z of n of type I, using R ydbeck 's no
menclatw-e [4]. These eigenvalues can be characterized by the unequalities: 

Such eigenvalues prove to play the dominating role in long-wave propagation. The approxi
mations valid for the corresponding range of z/n read [5] : 

80 
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{ j ' Zl n dU } cxp (n+ t ) (1_ U2)1 /2_ 

M1) (z) "-' (1 Z2 )1 /4 U ; 

exp { -(n+t) r Zln(1_ U2 )1 /2du } 
1( 2 ) () , J 1 U ( 2) 
~n Z "-'~ ( Z2 )1/4' 2 

(nz)1 /2 1- -
n2 

(nz) 1/2 1--
n2 

in which the square roots are assumed as having a positive real part, 
In view of the quantities occurring in (2 1) we are particularly interested III the two 

following further approximations which can be derived at once from (22 ): 

_ n __ "-'_i exp 2(n+ t ) (1-u2) 1/2 - , (23) h ( l ) (z) { i Zln dU } 
h~2 ) (z) 1 U 

",Ve next subst itute n = lcoa sin r or n = lcoa' sin r'. The asymptotic approximations of 
(1) 

t he complete wave functions h~2 ) (lcoT) P ,,{ cos err - e) } then S]1 0 W thaL rand r' can be in-
terpreted as the (in general complex) angles between the ray t r ajectories associated wi th the 
mode in question, and the verticals at T= a and T= a' respectively. Moreover, we substitute 
for z leoa or lcoa'. The corresponding transformations of (23 ) and (24) lead, amon gst others, 
to the foHowing approxim ations: 

An application of the two lattar relations yield: 

( . tan2r) 1 1 
= ,,-,ko ~ cos r-~ X ( t 2 )X----:[=-----{-=------(...,---~}--=J 

oa leo -i cos r- ;~: i exp -2ileoa cos r -sin r ~-r) , 
The final substitutions of all these approximations into (2 1) yields: 

(25) 

provided we neglect the small difference between rand r' (this difference vanishes altogether 
in the flat-earth approximation). 
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In (16) we need the derivative of (25) with respect to n. According to the relation n 
=ko a sin T we have 

1 
on koa cos T OT' 

A corresponding evaluation of the n-derivative of (25) results in: 

1_T(n)e2ikoh COST 1 + ~ tan2T/ (2koa cos T) 
1- ~ tan2T/ (2koa cos T) (26) 

1 + T(n) e2ikoh cos T 

Moreover, we shall apply the well-known asymptotic approximation for Legendre func
tions having a large complex order n with positive imaginary part, viz., 

(27) 

A final substitution of both (25) and (27) into (16), while approximating nz + 1 and nz + 1/2 
by nz= koa sin TZ, yields the following expansion in the simplest case of a transmitter and 
receiver on the ground (r= b= a): 

E 2 0 ~~7r iO/2 k3/2Il ( '). )1/2 
1",_ -- -- e 
rca sin 0 

0> 

~ 
1=- 0> 

{ tan T+ i tanr (1 
koa cos3r 

{ 
1-T( ) 2ikoh cOSr 1 + i sin2T/2koa COS3T } 

i sin2T ) 0 } n e 1-i sin2r/2koa COS3T 
2koa COS3T Or 1 + T(n) e2ikoh COSr 

T=TI 

(28) 

7. Flat Earth Approximation of the Mode Expansion 

The following simplification results from (28) for a= 00, remembering the relation o= d/a 
(d = distance from transmitter to receiver): 

(29) 

This expression can also be derived straightforwardly by applying the flat earth condi
tions right from the beginning, while replacing the boundary condition (7) at the earth's 
surface by 

all II 
oz = 'Y (Z= O). (30) 

The rigorous expansion for the amplitude of the vertically directed Hertzian vector II [to be 
substituted in (2) instead of HtJ then arrived at reads: 

rr _ 27ri Il £ Az fxJho)fxl(z ) H (l)C'A cl) 
- c 1=-00 [~{dNdZ }J Rz(O) 0 z . 

OA fx z= O; x=x/ 

(31) 
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In this en es, replacing (15), f>-.( z) denotes a height-gain function solving the differential 
equation 

and sati fying the radiation condi.tion at infinity (z = co). The other boundary eondition (3 0) 
involves the relation 

(z = O) (32) 

at the earth's surface [replacing (7)]; this condition can only be satisfied if A equals one of the 
eigenvalues AI; ho represents the height of the transmitter above the earth. The expansion 
for the vertical component of the electric field [replacing (16)], to be derived from (3 1), 
becomes: 

(33) 

The wave functions in the homogeneous slab o<z<h above the arth here reduce to 
simple exponent ials so that (17 ) is to be replaced by: 

(34) 

which enables an easy evalua tion of the denominator in (29). The final series representing e. 
for a transmitter and receiver on Lhe ground (ho=z= O) then proves to be, substituting more
over AI= k o sin 7 I, 

in 71) ' (35) 

This rigorous series leads to (29) if the Hankel function is r eplaced by its asymptotic approxi
mation. A comparison of (29) and (28) shows under what circum tances tho earth's curvature 
becomes negligible. 

An evaluation of the derivative in the denominator of (35) leads to the alternative form: 

The denominator of (36) can further be worked out by considering the equation determining 
the modes. The latter is arrived at as follows. A substitution of (34) while evaluating the 
boundary condition (32) leads to the relation 

((3la)- 1 (}..2_k2)1/2_'V for A= A' 
((3la) + 1 0 I I 

On the other hand, the definition of the atmospheric r eflection coefficient for the flat case 
involves the following analogy of (19) : 

T ().) (3 2h(>-.2-k2) H v' =-eo. 
a 
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An elimination of f3 /a from the two latter relations yields an equation which can be put in the 
following form [replacing}. by kosinT and (}.2- k5) 1/ 2 by -iko cos T]: 

ileo cos T 1 + 'Y . T( ) 2ikoh cos 7/- 1 'k TI e - . 
~ 0 cos Tl-'Y 

The first quotient here proves to be nothing else but the approximative plane-wave reflection 
coefficient at the earth's surface, R(Tl) say, that results from the boundary condition (32) . 
Hence the mode equa tion reads: 

(37) 

This simple equation is also obtained at once from the following resonance condition. We 
consider a plane rising wave in the homogeneous slab O<z<h, and derive the other plane rising 
wave that results from it after a reflection against the lower edge of the stratification and a 
reflection thereafter against the earth surface. The relation (37) then expresses the condition 
that the latter rising wave should be identical to the original one. 

The exponential exp (2ikohcosT l) in (36) can now be replaced throughout by {R(T l) TCrz) }-l. 
This yields the following expansion replacing (36) : 

_ 27rik& Il ~ {1 + R (Tl)}2 sin3Tl H (!)(kd' ) (38) 
ez- L..J { ( R ) ,~ 'k' I T'/A } 0 0 sm T I • C 1=-00 1- 2 tan T+ 21. (2~ oh sm T- () og I U T T ~ T I 

For completeness sake we also mention the corresponding asymptotic approximation based 
on large values of kod, viz ., 

8 . Special Case of a Flat Stratification Reducing to a Homogeneous 
Atmosphere 

A further reduction of (38) is only possible by introducing a special model for the stratification 
in the space z>h. Let us consider the example of a homogeneous atmosphere, sharply bounded 
at z=h. The other boundary z= O of the interspace O<z<h also being sharp, the situation 
becomes almost identical to that of a wave guide limi ted by two infinite plane parallel plates 
with a separation h. However, we have to bear in mind the approximative boundary condition 
applied at z= O so that this wall behaves differently from the other wall at z= h. Let us mark the 
refractive index of the atmosphere by n i ; the reflection coefficient T then reduces to an ex
pression of the Fresnel type, viz ., 

This formula involves the relation 

olog T 
OT 

n~ cos T-(n~-sin2T)~2 

n~ cos T+(n~- sin2T)~; 

2 tan T(1 + T ) 

with the aid of which (38) can further be transformed [6] into: 

2'k3, 00 [ (1+ R)2 sin2T COST ] 

ez= 7r~ OIl L:: 1- R 2+4R{ 'k I l + T } H (6)(kodsinT l) ' (40) 
c 1=-00 ' ~ olb COST (1 T ) ( . 2 2 2 ) - sIn T - n cos T T~TI 
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Owing to the approximative boundary condition at z= 0 we here obtain a completely discrete 
sum. The rigorous boundary condition at z= O, on the contrary, would yield also an integral 
contribution which can be ascribed to a continuous part of the mode spectrum. However, the 
latter vanishes in the case of a perfectly conducting wall at z= o. 

The r esult (40) is also rigorous for a wave guide limited by two perfectly conducting walls at 
z= o and z= h; we then have T= R= l. In this case we derive from (40) the following seriesJor 
the verLical field component at z= o that is due to a dipole also situated at z= o: 

ez=2;Zo Il1j;,,,, sin2T/ H (&) (lcrfl sin T/ ). 

The corresponding asymptotic approximation becomes : 

moreover, we may substitute Tl= are cos (7rl/koh). 

This work was done at the United States National Bureau of Standards, while the author 
was on leave from Philips Research Laboratories (Eindhoven, Netherlands). He is indebted to 
the Radio Props.gation Engineering Division of the National Bureau of Standards for providing 
him with the opportunity to work in Boulder. 
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